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Cultural Competence: Definition

PCultural competence refers to an ability to
interact effectively with people of different
cultures. Cultural competence comprises four
components: a) Awareness of one's own cultural
world view, b) Attitude towards cultural
differences, c) Knowledge of different cultural
practices and world views, and d) cross-cultural
skills.   (From Wikipedia . . .why not?!)



Cultural Competence: Why?

PWithin education settings Cultural competence
is important for 2 reasons:
< So educators can assist students to become

culturally competent

< So educators can create environments of
cultural safety to enable all students to learn
effectively 



Principles of Culturally Competent
Teaching

PTeaching is easier the more similar educators
are to their students (with respect to
race/class/ethnicity etc.)

PTeaching is easier the more closely the methods
and environment of school match the culture,
experience and values of students

PMany implications flow from these
propositions



Principles of Working in Diversity

PA)  We must understand our cultural
differences and similarities

PB) We must understand the social and cultural
reality in which we work

PC) We must be able to generate and interpret a
wide variety of verbal and non-verbal
responses



A) Nichols’ Model for Understanding
 Cultural Difference

PDifferent world cultures developed out of 
differing physical environments

PThese world views have differing constructs:
< Axiology (values)

< Epistemology (way of knowing)

< Logic (principle of reason)

< Process (practice of reason)

Philisophical Perspective on Cultural Difference, Edwin Nichols 
(cf work of Jung)





In this book, Rupert Ross
examines the traditional
Cree and Ojibway world
view, exploring why
aspects of these
philosophies often place
them in conflict with the
Canadian justice system.



B) Social, Cultural and Historical
Context

PNorth American Diversity is fraught with
complicated and tragic history
< Enslavement of Africans, Genocide of First

Nations, Global strife resulting in trans-
global immigration, etc.

PBut only First Nations have a history that
started in North America.  All people’s have
an ancient and foundational history and
culture.



What does it mean that in 2008 a woman of
European discent and a man of mixed race
African/European discent competed for their
party’s nomination for presidential candidate?
Will the fate of poor women and poor people of
colour change as a result?



C) Communicating Across Cultures

PBefore meaningless, unnatural, non-human or
immature behaviour and corresponding values
are attributed to people of another culture, it is
better to begin by doubting the adequacy of
one's own judgement and knowledge
< Elmar Holenstein
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